
Our range of deployable fibre optic cable reels have been designed to suit a variety of applications where cables 

need to be deployed and retrieved quickly and easily. The range of cables that we offer are all suitable 

for external application including harsh environments and are often used within the broadcast & media, oil & 

gas, fibre to the antenna (FTTA), data & telecoms industries as well as many others.

The LC IP68 deployable range is available in 2-12 Core versions and uses a standard LC duplex fibre 

connector within the IP68 connector cover.  This then mates to an IP68 female adapter.  Our cables 

are available in various options and can be customised to suit your requirements.

The IThe IP-LC Connector is designed to exceed the requirements of LC ODVA.  The connectors meet 

IP68 environmental sealing ratings and are the ideal choice for a low cost, easy to use solution. 

The weather proof IP-LC connector is supplied with an IP68 seal quick twist cap so that the 

ends do not get damaged or dirty.  This is particularly helpful when the cable is being 

deployed or stored. The cap quickly releases so that you can plug it directly into your end 

piece of equipment or into a converter box that offers you standard 

terminated fibre connections.

These tactical fibre optic cables are supplied on cable reels that aid with deployment These tactical fibre optic cables are supplied on cable reels that aid with deployment 

and retrieval but we can also offer these cables without reels in short lengths.

2-12 CORE VARIATIONS | EMBEDDED BROADCAST ADAPTERS
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Lorem 

N/A N/A

Available in 2 to 4 Core (8-12 Core options are 
special order products) 

N/A N/A




